
Seven-Step 
Security 
Checklist:
Does Your Commercial 
Security System 
Need a Refresh?
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Commercial security systems are a critical component 
in crime deterrence. 

Whether you’re using them to stop burglary, vandalism, onsite 
injuries or other crime, surveillance systems are designed to help 
you protect your property and investments.  

But, to be successful, these systems cannot be viewed as a “set 
it and forget it” tool. Technology is constantly changing, and it’s 
important to continuously update your surveillance system with new 
features and functionality, and to adapt it for the changing threat 
landscape. Leaving your system untouched can make it outdated 
and ineffective pretty quickly - and, at that point, it’s actually 
introducing risk rather than accomplishing what it’s designed to do: 
reduce enterprise risk.  

How do you know if your system needs a refresh? 

Here are seven questions to help you make the 
appropriate changes and keep your business safe.



If you answered no to this question, your 
surveillance system is outdated. Modern systems 
can be installed without hardwiring. They connect 
wirelessly using WiFi and leverage these broadband 
capabilities to send images and data through the 
internet. 

Not only does this make data transfer much faster 
and easier, but wireless cameras are much simpler to 
install, and they offer greater flexibility when it comes 
to camera placement (you’re no longer tied to the 
one wall with the Ethernet port!).  

ARE YOUR CAMERAS 
WiFi-ENABLED?1
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YES
NO



Internet Protocol (IP)-enabled cameras are a major 
upgrade over old, grainy analog cameras, as well 
as offline digital ones. What’s the difference?

Machine learning,
Intruder / motion detection,
Audio and visual deterrents,

Configured alerts so you know 
someone is on your property 

(email, text or phone call)

2 ARE YOU USING IP OR ANALOG CAMERAS ?

IP
ANALOG
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Footage can only be seen when 
looking at the connected monitors 

on the property

Limited storage space for footage

N / A

IP CAMERAS ANALOG CAMERAS 

Better picture quality (HD)

Captures crisp video even if the 
subject is moving quickly

Record and store data on the cloud

More flexible storage space for 
footage

Allows footage and camera feed 
access from any WiFi-enabled device - 
see your entire property through your 

phone at any time

Record and store data locally

Fast moving objects will be 
unrecognizable

Typically grainy picture quality



IS YOUR IMAGE RESOLUTION CLEAR?3
YES

NO
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Image quality is one of the most important factors when nailing down who committed 
a crime. In court, a blurry video might not prove anything, and a guilty crook may 
walk free to steal another day. Even some artificial intelligence (AI)-enabled cameras 
can’t tell the difference between a criminal and an employee when it has poor 
footage quality to make decisions on.

CCTV 
becomes 

available in 
the U.S.

HD, 720p 
and 1080p 
become 

mainstream

Video 
surveillance 

becomes 
common

Early 
IP camera 
prototypes 

become 
available

DVRs 
replace VCRs, 
making CCTV 

digital

4K video 
becomes available 

in its infancy 
stages

Other Benefits to Consider

Light Sensitivity: 

Video Compression: 
Frame Rate:     

modern cameras leverage infrared technology – recording crisp, clear footage 
even at night!
smaller file sizes free up storage space, without compromising video resolution.

IP cameras transmit footage in real time, typically with 30 frames per second. 

1940s 1970s 1996 1999 2000s 2020/2021

How has picture quality evolved over the years? Let’s take a look.



WHERE ARE YOU STORING YOUR 
VIDEO FOOTAGE?4
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The Cloud / Online

Physical Video Storage Devices

We touched on video storage already, but it’s such an 
important point that it’s worth elaborating on. Because 
most outdated commercial video surveillance systems 
are hardwired, they store video on physical video 
storage devices - such as local servers or video tapes 
- that reside onsite. 

The problem with this strategy is three-fold: first, 
thieves know to unplug, cut or disable hardwiring to 
cut the feed to cameras; second, they can easily 
access and destroy recordings housed onsite; and 
third, with onsite storage, you’re facing an ongoing 
storage space battle. 



Because IP-enabled cameras connect via WiFi, you can monitor 
camera health remotely. If you’re using analog cameras, this 
simply isn’t an option, and you may never know there’s a 
problem - until it’s too late. 

With IP cameras, however, you can actively monitor the status of 
your equipment, so you can remain confident that each camera 
within your business security system architecture remains fully 
functioning at all times. Some security companies even offer 
virtual monitoring services that will keep a watchful eye over 
your equipment and property, and notify you if any issues - such 
as connection problems or video feed malfunctions - arise. 

DO YOU KNOW IF YOUR 
CAMERAS ARE ALWAYS ON?5
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YES
NO

Imagine a trained set of eyes always monitoring 
your business, without the exorbitant costs of 
onsite security guards. Having trained security 
professionals monitor your video feeds 24/7 
can keep your business safe, without breaking 
the bank.



This time reduction is possible because analytics technology enables you to 
leverage advanced search options that let you quickly retrieve the information 
you need using specific search parameters (for example, objects in frame, color 
of objects, and time). The video surveillance system will then flag specific events 
according to the parameters you’ve set and show you the relevant footage.  

For example, automatic license plate recognition software can watch cars in 
your lot and alert you to suspicious behavior by a particular vehicle. Or, if your 
system is tracking activity in a lot, you can easily set the camera to identify 
vehicles that cross certain thresholds during a certain time period. You can even 
use video analytics to alert you if the volume of people in a store is reaching 
capacity. With advanced video analytics, your video surveillance systems can be 
smarter, more effective and more efficient.

6
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DO YOUR CAMERAS HAVE 
VIDEO ANALYTICS CAPABILITIES?

One of the primary goals of video analytics technology is to significantly reduce the 
time it takes for you (or the police) to review surveillance video to identify an incident 
or event. With video analytics software you can find the footage you want quickly - 
within seconds versus hours. 

YES
NO



The biggest benefit of AI-enabled cameras is that they are smart enough to help 
you deter crime before it happens. The best you can hope for with a traditional 
analog camera is that it records the crime when it happens, so you can catch the 
perpetrator after the fact. There’s no way to catch the act in progress and prevent it.

ARE YOUR CAMERAS AI-ENABLED?7
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AI is transforming the role of video surveillance in physical security. 

Proactive Deterence

Behavioral Analytics

Object Recognition

AI also leverages behavioral analytics to discern a threat over a false alarm (an 
intruder vs. a stray cat, for example), reducing time spent on non-issues, as well 
as computer algorithms to improve its response over time. And, this means your 
physical security strategy and crime deterrence rate will improve right alongside it!

Video surveillance systems that leverage AI, however, can use object recognition 
(e.g., there’s a person on my property) based on a set of pre-programmed specific 
criteria to identify potential threats. For example, if someone emerges from the 
shadows carrying a bolt-cutter near a chained fence gate, it could notify a business 
owner or even turn on lights and make announcements to deter the person from 
attempting a break-in. 

YES
NO



Today’s surveillance systems are light years away from 
the analog cameras of the past. If you answered “no” 
to more than one of the questions above, it may be 
time to update your security system. Don’t let modern 
technology scare you away from making a change - 
our intelligent video surveillance systems are actually 
much less expensive and much easier to use than you 
probably think. Plus, they come with the expertise of 
your professional Pro-Vigil team. 

Modernization is always a top item on 
businesses’ priority list, and this should apply 
to your commercial security system too.  

Modernizing Your 
Video Surveillance System
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To find out how we can help 
you upgrade your video 

surveillance system and deter 
crime on your business, 

Contact us today




